Various processes occur in memory retrieval in recognition memory and it is necessary to investigate memory brain function. Most of the research in past decades have focused on particular brain region function, but the interaction between these has a major role in human cognition. In this study, we used the memory retrieval task to investigate the underlying mechanism of recognition memory. The connectivity between brain regions is estimated from scalp electroencephalography signals that were recorded from twenty-three healthy subject participated in recognition memory task to correctly classify old/new words. Multivariate autoregressive models (MVAR) are used for the determination of Granger causality to estimate the effective connectivity in the time-frequency domain. We use GPDC and dDTF methods because they have almost resolved the previous problems in estimations. Results show that brain regions in the old condition have greater global connectivity in the theta and gamma band compared to the new words retrieval. Connectivity within and between the brain's hemisphere may be related to correct rejection. The left frontal has a crucial role in recollection. theta and gamma specific connectivity pattern between temporal, parietal and frontal cortex may disclose the retrieval mechanism. old/new comparison resulted in the different patterns of network connection. These results and other evidence emphasize the role of frequency of causal network interactions in the memory process.
Introduction
The next move in the advancement of neuroscience is creating neuro-cognitive models which can describe the brain region's dynamics and interaction pattern on a macroscopic scale. Recent progress in cognitive neuroscience has concentrated on the part of inter-areal interaction between different specialized brain regions and practical interactions in human cognition [51, 62, 47] . Since many studies on brain memory have reported several brain regions and frequency bands, it is necessary to investigate the pattern of activation of these regions in frequency bands.
Memory is a capacity of mind that can be encoded with the old/new information. Recognition memory test aims to recognize if a stimulus was previously presented individually. It was worthwhile that cognitive neuroscientists had shown more interest in over the past decades. In our work, Event-related brain potentials (ERPs) are used to separate two different events as old/new words [16] .
Episodic memory formation is a complex neurocognitive process that is associated with large-scale neuronal activity distributed across the cortex. However, neuronal mechanisms based on the effective connectivity underlying the coordination of this anatomically distributed processing have remained largely unknown. The studies done on neuroimaging and patient injury for several decades showed a connection between the roles of particular regions to episodic memory retrieval like the prefrontal cortex [12, 20] , the medial temporal lobe [21, 41, 49] and some parietal cortex sub-regions [33, 50, 56] . Moreover, the activities across brain regions, whether distributed or coordinated, are considered Important to the memory retrieval processes [14, 22, 45] . coincident activity in the local field potential (LFP) is related to coordinating the process as well [25] .
Following the previous achievements, frequency multiplexing of brain regions involved in episodic memory retrieval has also been studied recently [58] , but effective connectivity has been less regarded [38, 52, 17] .
In addition, Granger introduced causality by the mathematical definition of time series xi(t), which is Granger-cause xj(t) if the past knowledge of xj(t) improves prediction of xi(n) significantly [28] , although in [29] he mentioned that this casualty estimation is valid when there is no other time series influence on the process, to address this issue Multivariate autoregressive model (MVAR) can be assumed as Granger causality principle. Several measures, such as Granger Causality Index (GCI), Directed Transfer Function (DTF), Partial Directed Coherence (PDC) and their modifications are defined in the context of Multivariate Autoregressive Model and based on Granger causality principle [11] .
The linear connection between two-time series can be estimated by PDC and DTF as it can disclose the crucial aspects of functional connectivity in neuroscience due to the central role played by neural rhythms (δ, θ, α, β, γ) that are of paramount physiologic relevance [7] .
Functional connectivity measures the statistical connectivity between neural sources directly from the brain activity data [23] . PDC and DTF determine Granger Causality that is defined based on the multiple time-series "directed coherence (DC)" [50] and in multichannel data when more pairs than those of time series are simultaneously analyzed. One the other hand, the generalization of DC was introduced for multiple time series [34] (see [1, 4] for a comparison). However, the advantage of PDC and directed direct transform function (dDTF) are cascade connection estimation from direct connection due to the notion of partial coherence. For example, where node 1 links to node 2 and node 2 is connected to node 3, nodes 1 and 3 are not directly connected and PDC does not show the connection between the nodes 1 and 3, but evidence shows some other methods cannot do this [4] .
Several works distinguish that memory process is in low-frequency bands [36, 32] Memory-related connectivity in measurement signals can be estimated based on PDC as well. Formerly, Generalized Partial Directed Coherence (GPDC) was estimated by using multivariate auto-regressive (MVAR) models. In this work, we focused on memory recognition task, using GPDC and dDTF methods of effective connectivity measurement.
Here in this paper, we are primarily concerned with the information flow network of the human brain during episodic memory retrieval. We estimate effective connectivity old/new memory task.
Material and Method

Database
We used a dataset which twenty-three of Colorado University students have participated in the recognition memory task, and it is a Combined Pharmacological and Electrophysiological study recording by [16] . All right-handed subjects were native English speakers and in the weigh group of 83 kg. A lot of considerations have been met, for more detail see [16] .
The number of the word stimuli was 240 low-frequency English that two classes in each condition (old/new) assumed, which included 120-word sets randomly. In the Center of a computer monitor displayed each word for 4 s, with a one-second interval from inter-word. The subjects studied 120 words, followed by 70 min of interpolated activity including several cognitive tasks and Sensor Net setup (MN, 70.8 min), and also by the 240 word recognition memory test. Each trial began with a randomly determined 500-1000 ms fixation point, followed by a test-word presentation for 2000 ms. The subjects were instructed to withhold their response until a question mark appeared immediately after the test-word offset. The responses were delayed in this manner to minimize the response-related ERP effects. The responses were made by pressing keys on a response box with the first finger of each hand. The assignment of hands to old/new response was counterbalanced across subjects. A 500 ms inter trial interval followed each response.
EEG was recorded from 128-channels Geodesic Sensor Net by high-input impedance amplifier during the recognition memory task. The recorded scalp voltage was Amplified analogically and filtered by 0.1-100 Hz band-pass and sampled at 250 Hz.
Data Pre-processing
The data were processed by EEGLAB toolbox [18] and custom-written codes in MATLAB. In the first step the artifact was detected and rejected by eyes, then the DC offset of signals were calculated, and the baseline of all channels was subtracted. Many analysts automatically perform a notch filter at 60 Hz to remove line noise. Such notch filters often use a notch width of 10 Hz or larger, resulting in significant signal distortion in the frequencies between 50 and 70 Hz. This distortion should not be an issue for analyses that immediately apply a low-pass filter to the signal, say at 40 Hz, but may preclude certain high-frequency studies. A number of studies have also revealed that non-casual low-pass filtering is able to change ERP onsets considerably [6, 10, 26] .
Moreover, [6] it has been shown that filtering, especially low-pass one, can be of a damaging effect on Granger and other connectivity calculation. Afterwards so as to prevent it, a multi-taper decomposition method to detect and remove line noise constituents when minimizing background signal distortion was applied leverage regular ways from the CLEANLINE EEGLAB plug-in based on [42] was used.
There is also concern about the impact of high-pass filtering on ERP and connectivity analysis. The concern and a number of essays about the danger of filtering for ERP processing [48, 55, 53, 61] caused not to use high pass filtering. The filtering process is not used to remove the artifacts from the EEG signals and thus other processing is needed. So, such the high-variance artifacts in the signals as eye movement, blinking, muscle activity, and environmental noise, were removed by applying artifact subspace reconstruction (ASR) [44] which have been provided in the EEGLAB toolbox. In this way, the ASR threshold was set at 5 times of standard deviation. The ASR approach consists of a sliding window Principal Component Analysis (PCA), which statistically interpolates any high variance signal components greater than threshold referring to the covariance of an automatically detected data section that is relatively free of artifacts. The bad channel removed and then interpolated by spherical interpolation.
The data were re-referenced to the average of channels. To prevent the bad effect of noisy channels, we were cleaned all bad ones in previous steps.The epochs were extracted from 100 ms before to 1,000 ms after stimulation. The baseline of ERPs was estimated from 100 ms to Stimulation onset, and then subtracted from the whole trial.
We select eight regions of interest [Left, Anterior, Inferior (LAI) and Right, Anterior, Inferior (RAI) and Left, Anterior, Superior (LAS) and Right, Anterior, Superior (RAS) and Left, Posterior, Inferior (LPI) and Right, Posterior, Inferior (RPI) and Left, Posterior, Superior (LPS) and Right, Posterior, Superior (RPS)] Figure(1) from data channels according that suggested in [16, 59, 63] .
Afterward, we fit an adaptive multivariate auto-regressive (AMVAR) model and estimate connectivity. The mathematical explanation is as shown in 2.3 2.4.
A segmentation-based AMVAR applies windowing techniques. First, it extracts the parts of multi-channel data-set by sliding the window of which the length W, and fits VAR[p] model to these data (as seen in figure 1 ).
The Estimation of windows' optimal length is a key choice in this method to have well temporal smoothing, locally stationary, sufficient amount of data in each window, processing dynamics, and Neuro-physiology. Short windows can improve the locally stationary of the data [6] . We apply window with 0.3 second length for MVAR model.
To validate our fitted model, we have to check the whiteness of the residuals, percentage consistency, and model stability for each (or a random subset) of our windows. Residual whiteness tests include portmanteau and auto-correlation tests to be correlated in the residuals of the model. Here, we benefit Ljung-Box, Box-Pierce, and Li-McLeod multivariate portmanteau tests and a simple auto-correlation function test.
For connectivity estimation, we used GPDC and dDTF estimator. These work with the phase difference between signals; only when there is a phase difference between signals, they have a non-zero value. Volume conduction affects the magnitude of the electrodes and has a zero-phase propagation; therefore, volume conduction does not generate a phase difference between channels. For this reason, theoretically, connectivity results should not be affected by volume conduction. Practically, it has some influence, e.g. increasing the noise level, however, this influence is not critical [35] .
Generalized Partial Directed Coherence
Partial Directed Coherence is known as a linear quantifier which is connected with the multivariate relationship between observed time series in the frequency domain at the same time, to apply in functional connectivity inference in neuroscience. GPDC stands for the PDC re-definition, which improve PDC's estimations under outlines with extremely unbalanced and predictive modeling errors (additive Gaussian noise). The GPDC is stronger versus the scale of time series [3] . If x(n) is assumed to be a matrix of N simultaneously observed time series as below:
It can be modeled by a Multivariate Auto-regressive Model which is defined as:
Where p is model order, A k is the matrix of coefficients a i j(k) standing how much the time series sample of j t h affects i t h time series at lag k, w(n) is also given as:
In fact,w(n) Is the vector of model's additive Gaussian noise vector with zero mean and covariance matrix w. The PDC is defined as:
Where f is the normalized frequency in the interval [-0.5, 0.5] Where:
for σ i j = 1 whenever i = j and σ i j = 0, otherwise j = (−1).
In [30] , Baccala et al. Clearly showed a numerical problem in PDC with several examples. As one of the time series is scaled, PDC cannot estimate either. This necessarily results in the use of weighing the functions and the generalized definition of PDC. To settle the numerical issue, a new partial directed coherence estimator was defined as below:
consequently, it follows as below:
And
In the GPDC definition the normalization (7, 8) is the same as the PDC definition (4) (see [4] ).
L. Astolfi et al. applied this method to Predefined patterns of cortical connectivity and simulated it, where highresolution EEG Data were recorded during the well-known strop paradigm and therefore, the results indicated that the method correctly estimates connectivity patterns under reasonable conditions [1] .
direct Directed Transfer Function (dDTF)
A multivariate time series like x(n) in equitation (1) could model with equitation (2) also by changing k = 0 and A K the model is:
By applying z transform:
So:
Partial coherence define as:
where M ij is a minor of spectral matrix. The dDTF [37] estimate direct influence between time series is defined as:
Statistical Analysis
So as to evaluate the significance of our connectivity results, we employed statistical hypothesis testing for each individual pair-wise connection within a multi-channel EEG dataset using a null distribution that we generated from the signal itself. The Statistical routines in this work fall into two categories, within-subject tests and group-level tests. Within-subject statistical test examines whether the expected value of the measure is significantly greater than zero (Hnull), here the phase randomization method was used. Group-level test, testing whether expected values of the measure differ under two experimental conditions (HAB), here the t-student test was applied. Phase randomization [54] is a method for estimating the empirical probability distribution of an estimator under a null hypothesis of no information transfer, temporal correlation, or phase synchrony, while striving to preserve spectral amplitude and other properties of the system. The procedure repeatedly randomizes the phases of all time-series, preserving the amplitude distribution. For each phase-randomized ensemble, re-compute GPDC estimator. Repeating this procedure many times produces the desired null distribution. It is implemented in SIFT [19] .
The frequency-domain information flow estimators rely on the relative phases of the multivariate time-series, so any non-zero information flow in the surrogate data-set is because of chance, and the value of the estimator is compared to the null distribution quantities to obtain a probability estimate. Virtually, adjusting the significance thresholds to account for multiple comparisons is important so a basic multiple comparison correction by the False Discovery Rate (FDR) method [8] , Bonferroni's method was applied. [39] we used MATLAB implementation of false discovery rate method [9] with FDR=0.20.
Network Analysis
For network analysis, we investigate several aspects of the networks that estimated with the GPDC and dDTF. The time-frequency weighted networks are averaged across time and then averaged across every frequency band. The averaged networks are shown for both old and new conditions. Also, the significant edges between old/new are extracted and the significant difference (connectivity old − connectivity new ) is shown, this difference is normalized for visualization, the color of edges present this difference and colors limited between blue (-1) and red (+1) so red color means the old condition have stronger connection than new and blue shows new have stronger connection at that edge. To evaluate node importance, the inflow/outflow of nodes calculated, the below formula is used to estimate inflow/outflow features:
Where C ij is the strength of the connection that estimated by GPDC/dDTF methods, C ij shows strength of connection from node j to node i. Then the significant difference between old/new is shown.
Results
After pre-processing, the data were fitted to time-varying adaptive multivariate auto-regressive (TV-AMVAR) model and then the models were validated. Then the connectivity between eight regions was estimated by GPDC in the time-frequency domain, afterward, the non-valid (non-significant in Within-subject statistical test) was cleaned by using the phase randomization test. In the end, then group-level statistical analysis was performed for every edge between the eight region and the significant edges is presented in the Figure (2) for the GPDC method and dDTF results are shown in Figure (3) . To visualize the average connectivity within the condition are calculated and the difference between these quantities between old and new are plotted by colors of edges as the red one means the old have a stronger connection while blue arrow shows the new is stronger than old, figures show in every frequency band across all time of trial. Figure 2 : Significant difference between old/new by using the GPDC estimator, (connectivity old − connectivity new ), this difference is normalized for visualization, the color of edges present this difference and colors limited between blue (-1) and red (+1) so red color means the old condition have stronger connection than new and blue shows new have stronger connection at that edge, From left to right brain maps show frequency band delta, theta, alpha, beta and gamma respectively. Figure 3 : Significant difference between old/new by using the dDTF estimator, (connectivity old − connectivity new ), this difference is normalized for visualization, the color of edges present this difference and colors limited between blue (-1) and red (+1) so red color means the old condition have stronger connection than new and blue shows new have stronger connection at that edge, From left to right brain maps show frequency band delta, theta, alpha, beta and gamma respectively.
Network Edges
We visualize regions connectivity in frequency bands. For better visualization, we only show the connections that have significant differences between the two old/new states. In Figure ( 2) the strength of connections is specified by the color of the arrows.
In the delta band, it is observed that no connection is significant between two old/new condition. In the theta band, the connection from LAI to RAI and RAS to LPS are stronger in the old state. But in the Alpha and beta as delta band, No significant difference was found. In the gamma band, it is observed that the connection from LAI to LPS is stronger in the old state and the forward connection from LPI to LPS is stronger in the new words.
The significant differences between old/new states are in the theta and gamma band. In the theta band, we observe Inter-hemispheric and in the gamma band intra-hemispheric Connectivity. Most of the connections in old condition are stronger than new except the connection from LPI to LPS in the gamma band.
For the dDTF as another estimator, We visualize regions connectivity in frequency bands. For better visualization, we only show the connections that have significant differences between the two old/new states. In Figure ( 3) the strength of connections is specified by the color of the arrows. The results are almost the same as the GPDC.
In the delta band, it is observed that one significant connection between two old/new condition is from RAS to LPS.In the theta band, The LAI node shows a very important role in our memory task, the figure shows the connection from LAI to RAI, RPS, LPS, LPI. Also, we observe connection from RAS to LPS, all connections in this band are stronger in the old state.In the Alpha and beta bands, No significant difference was found. In the gamma band, it is observed that the connection from LAI to LPS is stronger in the old state and the forward connection from LPI to LPS is stronger in the new words.
As we observe, The most significant differences between old/new states are in The theta an gamma band. In the theta band, we observe inter and Intra-hemispheric and in the gamma band intra-hemispheric Connectivity. Most of the Figure 4 : The information flow of regions estimated by GPDC in old/new (as Hit/CR) and the significant nodes between two conditions. The color of nodes present the outflow intensity and the node size shows inflow. Also the significant difference showed by special signs for inflow/outflow. connections in old condition are stronger than new except the connection from interior to superior of the left posterior region in the gamma band.
Channel Inflows and Outflows
After estimating the network of each subject and performing a statistical test to eliminate chance connection, we calculate the inflow/outflow of each channel and compare them in two condition, between group old /new states. In this way, we summed all outflow from each channel to other channels over all times and frequency bands as outflow and Figure 5 : The information flow of regions estimated by dDTF in old/new (as Hit/CR) and the significant nodes between two conditions. The color of nodes present the outflow intensity and the node size shows inflow. Also the significant difference showed by special signs for inflow/outflow. summed all inflow for each channel from other channels over time and frequency band as inflow. The GPDC and dDTF show some significant difference between the new/old states in the delta, theta, alpha and gamma band.
Regarding the equation (7, 8) and evidence that reported in [57] , for the GPDC, the results of output are more valuable. Also, because the dDTF values are normalized to the inflow of channel so the outflow of dDTF is more valuable.
The GPDC inflow in delta is significantly higher in RAI and LPS in old words, and it is significant in RAI at theta frequency band. Also, the outflow is higher in anterior inferior regions in theta and alpha and is higher in gamma at LPS and RPI but lower in LPI.
The dDTF outflow in theta is significant and have higher quantity in LAI in old words. Also, the inflow is higher in LPS, LPI, RAI and LAI regions in delta, theta and alpha bands.
Networks in old/new states
In the section (3.1) we just show the significant difference between two conditions (Figure (6, 7) ), in this section we show the average network of old/new and their different. this results show the overall network for old/new is very similar and the differences are in week connections.
The GPDC network shows strong connection between Left and Right cortex. It shows strong connections between LAS to LPI in old/new and RAS to LPI. 
Discussion
In this study, we searched for determining the functional network interactions in brain regions previously involved in successful episodic memory retrieval and investigating how old/new word retrieval process have the desired results. Causal connectivity in frequency bands was estimated and compared between the two conditions. Evidence shows that EEG oscillations in specific frequency bands are related to memory process [46, 36, 32] , Here memory process from the view of brain regional connection in frequency bands is investigated across twenty subjects and important results are obtained and reported.
The Theta and Gamma band are suggested as the pathways for brain region to interact [46, 43] for encoding and reveal memory, in our result, most of the significant connections are in these two bands. Our finding by GDDC and dDTF confirm the result from [15] by using Phase Lag Index as another connectivity estimator, they provide evidence that memory is highly correlated to the theta frequency band.
In our data both old/new are correct retrieval of memory, the old state involves recollection information while the new state is based on familiarity [16] . It is shown that recollection has stronger functional connectivity in gamma band between frontal and parietal cortex [13, 2] , their task was very similar to our data and our result confirms this finding plus that shows the direction of connection between brain areas and the estimators have solved the problem of bivariate estimators.
The left frontal area has special role in learning and memory [13, 24, 27] , especially in theta frequency band [40] and between prefrontal and temporal lobe [5] , the dDTF result clearly shows the role of Left prefrontal cortex and its connection to parietal and temporal lobe.
The superior frontal gyrus is a hub for episodic memory-related network [38] . In another brain connectivity study for correct/incorrect episodic memory task, medial temporal lobe act as a hub for retrieval network [58] . In our result, especially the dDTF results show that the LAI node has a special role in the old/new difference.
In Semantic memory retrieval, it is shown low-frequency brain network works in the frontal cortex and high-frequency network active in all cortex [31] . The dDTF estimator shows very active frontal nodes in low frequency between frontal and pre-frontal to parietal regions and high-frequency network involve pre-frontal parietal and temporal cortex.
In [58, 38] they show stronger global connectivity for successful retrieval, these results are consistent with the studies about connectivity in episodic memory as well, because We observed the almost increase in the connections of the theta and gamma frequency bands. In another study [30] , they reported that in the encoding phase of patients with Alzheimer's, there are more connections in the delta, theta and alpha bands and they have strong connection in the retrieval phase in the Delta and Theta bands, but in the retrieval phase of the old words, our results show a stronger connection in the Delta and Theta bands. New words that are correctly rejected show a stronger connection in the gamma frequency bands in left parietal cortex, again like the old one. maybe in that condition subjects try to use some compensation mechanism to remember the items [30] .
The information flows of region are local features and show which node have more input from or output of other regions.
In our result GPDC inflow shows that the delta and theta band in RAI and LPS have special role in old/new difference, and other side dDTF outflow show the LAI in theta band has special node for recognition memory. It is inline with other research [60, 27, 40, 12, 50] . in this paper we shows more information that how they connect and work with other regions in detail.
To the best of our knowledge and exacting literature, there is a divergence of result and opinion in this field, these may become from the difference between tasks or connectivity estimator, to address the task issue we have used a reliable data that most of the psychological effects are considered and for connectivity estimator we have used two multivariate directed robust estimator that considered most of the issues in bivariate and undirected methods. we also should mention that the EEG signals not necessarily show accurate brain signals and our method maybe suffer from volume conducting.
Conclusion
Recent studies on functional connectivity have shown very valuable results but still, a lack of reliable results is felt because of little evidence and diversity in the results, to address these issue we conducted multivariate effective connectivity study to estimate the interaction between brain regions in the memory task. we found that theta and gamma band have a crucial role in old/new conditions. In the theta band, cross-connections are more activated in the old state and left frontal cortex acts as a hub for this system, the connections in this band indicating that in the old state the two hemispheres are interconnected, this finding is less discussed in the previous studies.
We found that old word memory retrieval was characterized by increases in network effective connectivity than new words in the delta, theta, gamma bands and decrease in the gamma band in the left temporal-parietal connection. the connections in theta band are between frontal to parietal cortex while the connections in the gamma band widespread in the left cortex.
Overall, our findings of change network connectivity during old vs. new word retrieval support the idea of global-specific changes in the memory task.
